
Parent Forum 

21-2-23 

 
 All welcomed to meeting 

 Minutes of last meeting discussed and actions taken 
Better seating in dining hall, plenty of time for getting food and selection, hot food in 
theatre going well.  All positive responses 
Use of supply staff, induction and training (Mr. Hoddle induction on arrival) 
Mental health addressed, assemblies & 121's 
6th form dress been addressed 

 Calender issues.  Parents would like it updated on the website, some could not find 
it.  Parent showed easy way to find it. 

 New website - not user friendly, can it be accessed and merged onto mobile phone. 
Issue to be looked into. 

 School comms - roll out phone number, will individual child be identifed. 
 Social Media posts - posts liked and positive, would like more. 
 Detentions- detention very vague, not improved. logging needs to include who has 

set it not admin. DD fed back current process EMB to add teacher details. 
Inappropriate behavior to vague - parents need more details.   Class charts to solve 
this concern when text bundle runs out.                                                                          
Staff need to take ownership of sanctions 

 Classcharts -P Achim - to follow up on matters raised by parents at parents evening, 
Notifictions?? check settings due date or settings, will absence become a feature in 
the future?  Feedback at next meeting. 

 Uniform - parents like the upcycling, PP support LW advised to contact uniform 
supplier direct. 

 AOB ADD raised the possibility of a PTA.  Idea warmly received.                                                
Hall Park have successfully bid on 120 trees.  PF suggested the big help out and 
parents come and help plant trees followed by a coffee morning. 

 Breakfast Club.  The PF liked idea of breakfast club, possibility of parent engagement 
one morning? 

 Parent Helpers.  Idea of how can volunteer discussed to raise awareness. 
 Uniform/ Hair colour.  Issue raised of hair colour and what is challenged.  ADD to 

raise at SLT. 
 SEND forum. Lack of feedback and communication.  ADD to feedback. 
 SEND reviews.  Invites not received/ should parents be invited? 

Meeting ended 6.43pm 

 


